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Globally, growth in healthcare expenditures is becoming unsustainable. In 2017, 
Canada’s healthcare expenditure was estimated at $242 billion ($6,604 per person) or 
11.5% of gross domestic product.1 In Canada, provinces spend on average 40% of their 
total budgets on healthcare, and hospitals accounted for the largest proportion (28.3%) of 
healthcare dollars.1 Over the past few decades there has been a major worldwide shift 
from inpatient to outpatient surgical care across different specialties.2 Patient safety—
specifically reducing the incidence of nosocomial infections—and cost containment have 
been significant drivers of this shift. 
 Among surgical specialties, urology has been one of the leaders in advancing 
ambulatory surgical care. Presently, most penoscrotal and endoscopic urologic operations 
are routinely performed on an outpatient basis. Yet patients undergoing percutaneous 
nephrolithotomy (PCNL) continue to routinely require hospitalization despite the 
introduction of tubeless PCNL in 19973 and an initial report of outpatient PCNL dating 
back to 1986.4 Over the past decade, ambulatory PCNL (aPCNL) has emerged as a safe 
and efficacious option for select patients according to previously published strict criteria 
in small case series.5,6 Since these case series, a few cohort studies have been completed, 
all of which confirm the safety and efficacy of aPCNL.7-9 Based on these studies, the 
recent Medicare Ambulatory Surgical Center Fee Schedule increase in the United States10 
and the Affordable Care Act’s initiative to augment quality of care and patient 
satisfaction scores,11 there has been a growing interest in performing PCNL on a 
completely outpatient basis in the United States.  
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 In Canada, the Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI) is an 
independent, not-for-profit organization that provides essential information on Canadian 
healthcare systems. According to CIHI’s most recent 2016-2017 databases and reports, 
the average daily cost of a standard hospital bed is $799.12,13 This is based on CIHI’s 
calculated average cost of a standard hospital stay in Canada of $5,99212 and CIHI’s 
calculated average length of stay (LOS) in hospital of 7.5 days.13 CIHI does not report 
PCNL-specific data. Instead, PCNL data is captured within CIHI’s larger category 
termed “Major Intervention on Upper Urinary Tract”. The average acute LOS for PCNL 
and other major interventions on the upper urinary tract in adults is 4.19 days according 
to CIHI.14 Based on CIHI’s 2016-2017 databases and provincial data, an estimated 1,600 
PCNL operations occur in adults annually in Canada.14 

If we consider a few reasonable assumptions (first, PCNL patients are admitted to 
a standard [non-intensive care unit] bed postoperatively and second, when comparing 
standard PCNL and aPCNL, equivalent or similar: anaesthetic equipment and costs; 
surgical equipment and costs; physician cost/billings; operative times; perioperative 
imaging tests and costs; postoperative emergency room visits; postoperative readmissions 
to hospital; postoperative complication rates [and associated costs for all]), calculation of 
the cost of an average postoperative PCNL hospital stay will provide an estimate of the 
cost savings of aPCNL . According to CIHI, the overall estimated average cost of the 
PCNL surgery is $9,673.14 Given an average cost of a standard hospital bed of $799 per 
day and an average LOS for PCNL of 4.19 days, the.resulting average cost of the hospital 
stay portion of PCNL is calculated to be $3,348. When all the costs are considered the 
per-procedure costs of aPCNL is calculated to be $6,325 (the overall PCNL cost of 
$9,673 minus the cost of the hospital stay of $3,348), a 34.6% cost reduction. If 10% of 
PCNL procedures can be performed on an outpatient basis, total potential annual cost 
savings to Canadian healthcare systems is just over $535,000 (1600 cases/yr x 10% 
aPCNL rate x $3,348 savings/case).  
 The initial Canadian experiences with aPCNL demonstrated that aPCNL is safe 
and effective in highly selected patients.5,6 As experience was gained in Canada, more 
medically complicated patients with larger stone burdens and complex renal anatomy 
underwent aPCNL and the results were excellent; high stone-free rates, low complication 
rates, and readmissions rates similar to standard PCNL showed that an ambulatory 
approach is feasible.7 Patient selection and technical precision with near-perfect needle 
puncture at the calyceal tip is critical to ensure success with this approach.15 Even when 
patient selection and surgical technique are optimal, the patient may still require 
admission. Sur et al reviewed 60 patients undergoing outpatient (aPCNL) and found that 
28% of patients who were planned to be discharged after the procedure, ended up being 
admitted overnight due to persistent pain symptoms or “social reasons”.16 No difference 
in 30 day overall complication rate and emergency department presentation was shown 
between both groups. Admitted PCNL patients were more likely to have a larger stone 
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burden, multiple punctures, and supracostal puncture for access. Stone free rate, 
computed tomography confirmed, for the outpatient group was 67%. Fahmy et al 
reported their experience involving a larger cohort of outpatient PCNL patients.8 Overall, 
146 of 162 patients (90.1%) were suitable for aPCNL and successfully discharged home 
the same day with an average of 8.97 hours post-PCNL, without any additional adverse 
outcomes.8 Taking it one step further, Abbott et al presented their growing experience 
with tubeless aPCNL performed on 219 patients in an ambulatory surgical center (ASC) 
setting, and confirmed the safety and efficacy of aPCNL performed outside the hospital 
environment.9 The progression of PCNL from the hospital to ambulatory surgical centers 
is an innovative and natural progression for maximum cost savings. Further analysis and 
studies are required to determine the potential cost savings of aPCNL in ASCs. 
 In Canada alone, an estimated 1600 PCNLs are performed annually. 
Understandably, not all patients are suitable for same-day discharge following PCNL, 
and a shift from standard PCNL with nephrostomy tube drainage to tubeless PCNL is the 
natural first step in adopting aPCNL. A recent meta analysis of 14 randomized controlled 
studies showed that tubeless PCNL is associated with a significantly shorter hospital stay, 
shorter time to return to normal activity, lower postoperative pain scores, less analgesia 
requirement, and reduced urine leakage when compared to standard PCNL.17 
 The potential cost savings of aPCNL are limited if ED visits, readmission rates, 
and complications are greater than those for standard PCNL. A retrospective review of 50 
patients undergoing aPCNL from two Canadian institutions had a re-admission rate of 
4%,7 favourably comparable to standard PCNL. Six patients (12%) presented to the ED 
within 7 days. No major complications were identified and 9 (18%) of patients had low 
grade (I-II) Clavien complications. 
 There are several assumptions that our cost analysis depends on when comparing 
the surgical aspect of aPCNL to standard PCNL. These include: similar operative times 
between aPCNL and PCNL, no difference in surgical or anesthetic equipment, no 
difference in perioperative imaging and associated costs and no difference in ER visits, 
readmission rates or complication rates. Furthermore, one limitation of our cost analysis 
is the general difference in renal drainage post-PCNL; standard PCNL usually involves 
placement of a nephrostomy tube despite a slow trend toward tubeless PCNL among 
endourologists, whereas aPCNL usually involves placement of a ureteral stent. Despite 
these assumptions and limitation, one can readily comprehend aPCNL’s immediate cost 
savings by avoiding one or more days in hospital. A randomized trial with healthy 
patients and similar stone burdens would help elucidate and better quantify the precise 
cost effectiveness of aPCNL in the “real world”. Surgical complexity and patient factors 
can also affect outcomes and complication rates after PCNL. Patient selection is critical 
to ensure the safety of aPCNL. A report by Bagrodia et al interestingly demonstrated that 
body mass index had no negative impact on efficacy, complication rate, or cost in 
patients undergoing PCNL.18  
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 Ambulatory PCNL is but one example of how a new approach—one that 
challenges the surgical dogma that PCNL patients must be admitted postoperatively—can 
contribute to cost containment in healthcare systems across the globe. Shifting PCNL 
from an inpatient to an outpatient procedure results in a 35% reduction in costs, which 
translates to a cost savings of over $3,000 per PCNL in Canada. With the ongoing trend 
toward tubeless PCNL and ambulatory surgical care, along with the established safety 
and efficacy of aPCNL and these reported cost savings, aPCNL represents a timely 
advance and a new option for urologists to consider in the surgical management of 
nephrolithiasis. Endourologists around the world have started performing aPCNL, and we 
invite others to adopt a fiscally responsible approach and consider aPCNL in highly 
selected patients.  
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